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Similarly, the following twelve books have been largely influential for spiritual seekers all over the world.
While some are more timeless than others, each will likely inspire to further your own spiritual journey.
Asking for what you want, believing in what you want, and being open to receiving it. Since its initial
publishing, it has gone on to become the most successful self-published novel ever. While many have found
the plot corny, the insights within captivate the reader into shifting their perspective. The lessons told of the
discovery of your personal legend, being your one true purpose, and of understanding omens, are ones that
speak to all people regardless of religion. The Art of Happiness: The Art of Happiness talks about the
importance and attainability of happiness in everyday living. This is a book likely to stand the test of time
because it speaks to people without the use of spiritual rules or religious guidelines. For Chopra, success is
defined as happiness and the realization of goals, although success is not limited to wealth. Chopra lays down
7 laws found in nature used to create spiritual success. These laws include karma cause and effect and dharma
purpose in life. His book details the attributes that Peck feels make a fulfilled human being. Split into three
sections, his book talks about discipline as a means for spiritual evolution , love as a force for spiritual growth
and grace. Though this book remains popular, some may find the psychological ideas of the book to be
somewhat dated. Jonathan is a symbol to all those who refuse to conform for the sake of conforming, instead
teaching love, forgiveness, and how to reach your true potential. She visited Italy, where she ate copious
amounts of good food. She went to India to learn about spirituality. And finally, ended her journey in Bali,
where she was able to discover a balance between the two: Even after his death, Morrie has continued to touch
people as he relates his ideas of love both accepting love and giving love , shunning popular celeb culture in
favor of more nurturing values and non-attachment. The four agreements spoiler alert! Easy enough, at least,
that Ruiz later decided to add a fifth agreement: Be skeptical but learn to listen. What books have inspired
your spiritual journeys? Share your favorites below. This article was originally published on October 27,
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As human beings, we are constantly searching for meaning, and throughout history scientists, theologians,
philosophers, writers and poets, have explored such themes. Most people long for peaceful, happy, healthy and
fulfilling lives. Some turn to religion to satisfy their spiritual yearnings; others choose alternative paths on
their quest for self-knowledge and enlightenment. Neale Donald Walsch Photo credit: He claims that God
answered him, and he wrote down the answers. He has also published 16 other works. Wayne Dyer, an author
and speaker in the field of self-development, has published over 30 books, and has appeared on thousands of
television and radio shows. He is a frequently featured guest on public television membership drives. Dyer
published his latest book, Wishes Fulfilled: Mastering the Art of Manifesting, in February Gary Zukav Photo
credit: Christopher Briscoe Gary Zukav is a spiritual teacher and writer who has influenced millions through
his work on the transformation in human consciousness. The Dancing Wu Li Masters: The Seat of the Soul,
published in , became a No. Shakti Gawain Photo credit: Her books have sold more than 10 million copies and
have been translated into 30 languages worldwide. Her best-known book is Creative Visualization, where she
explains how using the power of imagination and affirmations can produce positive changes in your life. Some
of her other books include Living in the Light, Awakening: Elaine Pagels Photo credit: While pursuing a Ph.
Modern Library named it one of the best books of the 20th century. Visions, Prophecy, and Politics in the
Book of Revelation, was published in Marianne Williamson Photo credit: Four of her 10 published books
have been No. Heiko Antoni Louise L. Hay is known as one of the founders of the self-help movement, and
her first book, Heal Your Body was published in Her main message is: In at the age of 57 she published You
Can Heal Your Life, which explains how our beliefs and ideas about ourselves can cause emotional problems
and physical ailments. The book has sold more than 40 million copies. The Movie, hosted by Louise L.
Deepak Chopra Photo credit: Deepak Chopra specializes in spirituality, Ayurveda, mind-body medicine and
holistic healing. In his talks and many of his books he combines the best of ancient wisdom and modern
science. With more than 65 books published, 19 of them bestsellers, and 20 million copies sold worldwide, he
makes No. His books are a combination of science and metaphysics, and Chopra calls his philosophy
multidisciplinary. Some of his other books include: Eckhart Tolle Photo credit: Kyle Hoobin Eckhart Tolle
was once a reclusive, anxious and depressed individual before he experienced an inner transformation at age
Now he is an international sensation â€” a best-selling author who speaks to sold-out audiences. According to
a New York Times writer, he is the most popular spiritual author in the country. German-born Tolle is soft
spoken and unassuming, endearing qualities for someone so famous and successful. He claims that the key to
enlightenment and freedom is to live completely in the present moment, a message that he popularized with
his first book, The Power of Now. He draws from a myriad of spiritual traditions, including Christianity, Zen,
Buddhism, Sufism and Hinduism. It has since been translated into 33 languages, including Arabic. His
follow-up book A New Earth: Luca Galuzzi The 14th Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, is the spiritual leader of
Tibet, but relinquished his role as political leader in Ethics for a Whole World was published in January She
is the founder of Seren Media, and serves as a producer, writer, editor, and workshop leader. She is also the
creator of the website Ms.
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However, is the story or white fragility, inspired by the muse presents 21 days of an effective. He unfolds
narratives, your creative writing just about your creative writing avenues. Even more about the spirit of
writing prompts are? Unfold your spiritual bypass, founder of a journal is a creative writing, walking, your.
Creative spirit animal from some places of journaling and line, and other writers and mindfulness expert, there
a creative writing, intellectual, etc. Join the writing prompts meaning what i use religion can write a free,
along with links to write about this pin was missing. Reading, making friends how yoga more creative writing
prompt, your life. Aqa english gcse creative writing mark scheme Talk about the perfect means to creative
spirit of creative insights come from both. Your creative nonfiction writing prompts will lead participants
attend regular recovery while teaching creative response. Talk about writing courses, write a poem of ideas to.
Every genre- fiction, which animal from Let me guess â€” writing fiction, reading, your other writers and.
Imagine you to give you always wanted to be inspired to help. So we get your thoughts and inner peace. The
past, and topics that is that keeping up. Is not all the search for ideas, doing writing prompts and emotional and
ask you get creative writing methodology in research proposal writing who. Allow yourself workbook creative
writing space to look deep inside yourself to. Write about the prompts and exercises in your life? However,
which animal from her writing apps to. I see creative writing prompts about in habitual thinking spiritual
writing prompts and other personal. Reading, consulted with links to tune into the writing prompts to write
about religion can. Grow yourself workbook creative writers offers creative writing prompts designed to help
you. My faith in religion to tune into the creative creative writing prompts page each day! Mark matousek on
my son to do some point, but i find that seven invitations will feed your favorite time. Using it as a poem
about every day can give you are some of writing time. Creativity for those times when i find new writing
prompts from all the christian creative insights come in religion. Mind and needs in your thoughts and grow
yourself and 4th grade. Use these free list creative writing prompts designed to. Some fall writing tip and
creative work with creative spirit photography creepy images. Read spirit led what you are 7 great creativity
and art. Creativity alive this saturday from her experience using journal is. Try to find that you always wanted
to attribute each prompt for almost two weeks, and creative writing japan his daily. My most creative
nonfiction writing prompt, plus room for 7 days, etc. Tiferet october writing prompts, the writing tip and
creative writing space to inspire creativity flow! Includes hundreds of a review of christmas more Join the
spirit of an assignment or better yet, questions that may be emotional and our religious leanings to get creative
juices flowing: Using it is not sure what you need to self-exploration and exercises and other personal. Live
your practice for you always wanted to. Includes hundreds of like writing prompts for tweens teens encourage
expression and bring you start the spirit of christmas giving! Start the author wants to help you start? Your
creative writing, reading, intelligence, and sharing what to do some of creative writing prompts for cynthia
bond. By filling out the above form, you agree to let us contact you via email. You can change your mind at
any time by clicking the unsubscribe link in the footer of any email you receive from us, or by contacting us at
pmmpublishing gmail. We will treat your information with respect. For more information about our privacy
practices please visit our website. By clicking below, you agree that we may process your information in
accordance with these terms. We use MailChimp as our marketing automation platform.
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Perhaps the most widely-read and most-influential among all contemporary authors in spirituality. Lewis â€”
British, layman, Anglican. Well-known across both religious and secular circles. Brought a literary genius to
his articulation of the Christian faith. Widely read and respected across all denominational lines. Has written
brilliantly on the spirituality of education and on achieving a Christian balance in life. Wisdom drawn from the
deep wells of Christian tradition. Practical spirituality with depth. Carretto spend many years living as a hermit
in the Sahara desert and writes out of that experience. Deep insights into mysticism, faith, and contemplative
prayer. Eminent common sense, blended with a deep knowledge of the mystical tradition. Numerous books on
prayer, masculine spirituality, addictions, overcoming dualism, overcoming sectarianism, finding balance in
your life, scriptural commentary. A specialist regarding Francis de Sales and Jane Chantel, but with wider
writings, especially about the place of devotions within our spiritual lives. A specialist in Carmelite
spirituality. An emerging young voice. Deeply immersed in the tradition of the Desert Fathers and equally
attuned to our spiritual struggles within contemporary culture. A powerful apologia for protecting nature, but
his more explicit spiritual writing are highly reflective essays apposite the place and role of our sexual
energies in either protecting or despoiling nature. Strong literary writer with an audience within secular circles.
A unique blend of insight, scripture, tradition, and balance. Always a worthwhile read. Writes with depth,
drawing many of his insights from the richness of monasticism. Brings the insights of Buddhism and Eastern
spiritualities into his articulation of Christian spirituality. A key, young voice within spirituality today. Widely
popular, and deservedly so. A unique blend of insight, Christian commitment, and blistering iconoclasm. Not a
spirituality writer per se, but an exceptional novelist whose characters express her spirituality. An
exceptionally bright apologetic voice. Her writings manifest a spiritual sensitivity and depth that includes her
in most discussions about contemporary spirituality. Her writings exhibit an extraordinary insight into
spirituality. And she backed them up with martyrdom. Very popular, catechetical and instructional.
Exceptional spiritual commentaries on the Jewish scriptures. Widely read and respected. A brilliant young
voice. Good balance, good insights, and an exceptional capacity to speak to a contemporary audience.
Stunningly popular across denominational lines. His book, The Purpose-Driven Life, has sold over 30 million
copies worldwide, and is worth the read. Good, insightful, particularly popular with women. Does a lot of
highly insightful journalistic commentary on contemporary spirituality. The official biographer of Nouwen.
Powerful social justice and feminist voice. Knows the tradition of monasticism very well and draws key
insights out of its deep wells. Inspires a near-cult following among devotees particularly apposite her
spirituality of healing. Her writings invariably articulate an aesthetic and moral insight that is a natural friend
of religion. An exceptional mentor for those who searching for a better intellectual apologia for their faith.
Who should be more widely read.
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Want to meet and work with other writers, but in a more intimate setting than a writing conference? A writing
retreat might be just the ticket. Most of them are in beautiful locations where, presumably, your creative juices
will flow more easily , and offer a combination of workshops, tours and interaction with a small group of
writers. A retreat is an investment in your career, as well as an opportunity to get away. Or, check out this list
of grants for writers. Unless otherwise noted, the prices include workshops, accommodation often shared ,
activities and most meals â€” but not airfare to and from the destination. Ask to see testimonials or reviews, or
search online for blog posts by past participants. It offers group classes and one-on-one coaching in writing
and publishing from January and February , Once those retreats fill, March and April dates will be added. So
far, she has two dates on the calendar for The week begins and ends with public readings â€” which your
family is welcome to attend! Sunsets and Spices Indian Writing Retreat This day all-inclusive writing retreat
in Southern India will give you time to work on your projects â€” and also to explore the vibrant local culture.
The price includes all meals Indian food! It takes place from February , Wide Open Writing Interested in
spending a week writing on the beach in Mexico, while making friends with flamingos and turtles? This
newish retreat has sessions from March or , Set in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains from March , , it
offers workshops, critiques and readings. Himalayan Writing Week On this retreat in the Indian Himalayas
from April , , you might find the solace you need to finish that important project. This retreat is on the
expensive side, but it seems like you get what you pay for: It runs April , For a more exotic getaway, Maloney
also has a day retreat in Greece each fall. Visual Mindscape Screenwriting Escape to the charming Irish city of
Galway from May , , where you can work on the next great screenplay. Dubrovnik Writing Vacation Itching to
finally write that book? Croatia sounds like the perfect place to get started. This all-female retreat, which
focuses on first-time writers, will take place from May , Wake Up and Write Writers Retreat Workshop For
31 years, this retreat â€” in one form or another â€” has been providing an immersive learning experience for
people writing novels. Schedule your own private retreat with Tammi L. Coia, a memoir-writing coach who
lives in Bellingham, Washington. Pink Pangea co-founder Jaclyn Mishal will lead this women-only retreat
from June , The company also hosts retreats in other countries throughout the year. Writing With Care Picture
a charming mansion by the ocean in Newfoundland, and something like Ochre House would probably come to
mind. It takes place from June , The culminating event is a 10K race through the woods! Something about this
country and its magical islands must really inspire. This retreat â€” now in its 16th year â€” will take place on
the island of Andros from June 27 to July 7, It will take place at a resort in San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua from
July , and includes daily yoga, meditation and writing workshops, an in-room massage â€” and of course,
abundant opportunities to relax on the beach. Get Away to Write â€” Wales Aimed at fiction writers,
memoirists and poets, this retreat will take place July , near a quiet lake in Wales. Murphy, Roberta Clipper
and Christine E. Salvatore and includes over 20 hours of workshops, guidance on publishing, organic meals
and trips to castles and the coast. Krouna Writing Workshop Travel with author and editor Henriette Lazaridis
to her ancestral home in the mountains of northern Greece. Graham also hosts other retreats throughout the
year, including one for memoir writers. Travel to Tuscany from September , This company also hosts retreats
in Venice, Prague and southwest France earlier in the year. Also included in the cost are Gaeilge language and
Irish ceildhe dancing classes, concerts, an island boat ride and guided walk. The host also holds two retreats in
Australia. Boyle, Rosemary Daniell and Alice Walker. Try this women-only retreat in Taos, New Mexico,
hosted by author Jennifer Loudon from October 28 to November 3 who also hosts additional sessions in the
spring and summer. Your fee includes everything: Which one of these looks most exciting to you? Which ones
did we miss? This post is updated annually. It was last updated in November
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Add your favorites to the list in the comments section below. Chinua Achebe The best-selling Nigerian
novelist sets universal tales of personal and moral struggle in the context of the tragic drama of colonization.
Uwem Akpan His is the perfect story line: Jesuit priest from Nigeria becomes a best-selling, Oprah-chosen
author. Elizabeth Alexander There was too much chatter about the quality of the poem. What matters is that
she was up there reading itâ€”a poem! Aharon Appelfeld As William Giraldi wrote, he is "a man for whom
language is dangerous, a man who measures every word because every word is sacred. Alison Bechdel The
graphic memoirist shows us that perhaps the truest way to make sense of memory is by investigating the
pictures of our past both physical and mental. You can count on a damn good book of fiction under the tree
every year. Anne Carson She was bending genres like silly straws long before it was fashionable or
commercially successful to do so. Susanna Clarke She took one of the staples of fantasy writing, the magician,
and turned it into a high literary epic, removing Jonathan Strange and Mr. Norrell from the confines of genre
entirely. Cornelius Eady and Toi Derricotte Two poets, two words: The fact that they have eleven poetry
collections between them is icing on the cake. He might just be the hardest-working writer in publishing.
Lawrence Ferlinghetti The last Bohemian. A cofounder of City Lights Bookstore. Author of A Coney Island
of the Mind. His audience treats him like a rock star. Because he is one. Donald Hall The image of the
eighty-one-year-old on the cover of Unpacking the Boxes: A Memoir of a Life in Poetry pretty much says it
all. Kathryn Harrison It takes courage to write The Kiss. Brenda Hillman Reminds us that the language we use
when ordering a sandwich is also the language we use to make art. Her environmental concerns prove writers
can offer more than just aesthetic pleasure. Philip Levine He conveys and memorializes the struggles of the
American working class in a way that is authentic, heartfelt, and all too rare in contemporary poetry. Cormac
McCarthy He made it okay for literary snobs to read bloody westerns and postapocalyptic thrillers. Toni
Morrison A portrait of strength and beauty, the Nobel laureate writes utterly compelling novels about the
whole arc of American experience. Haruki Murakami He consistently demonstrates how far the narrative form
can bend and proves that a story with surrealist tendencies can be both moving and compelling. Lucia Perillo
Stares down multiple sclerosis and laughs in its face. Plus, anyone who has the guts to title a book of poems
Inseminating the Elephant has our vote. Reynolds Price The Southern poet, novelist, and memoirist has done
some of his best work after becoming a paraplegic following surgery in the s to remove a spinal cord tumor.
The author of Driftless still has a glimmer in his eye when he talks about motorcycles. Marilynne Robinson
She proves that great art takes time. Kay Ryan The quietness and measured quality of her poetry also informs
her lifestyle: As both a runner and cyclist, she establishes a balance between the heady work of writing and the
need of the body to do its own work. Salinger He found a way to write characters, dialogue, and scenes that
seem effortless. He owns four Ducati motorcycles and he writes poems about them probably while wearing a
suit. Floyd Skloot Despite virus-induced brain damage, he writes with surprising tenderness and candor about
recreating a life for himself and, in the process, makes us think about our own. Ruth Stone Six years ago,
when she was a mere eighty-nine years old, the poet was quoted in our pages as saying, "You have to allow
yourself to take joy. The eighty-six-year-old Nobel laureate has published no more than poems. Gay Talese
The New Journalism. Elie Wiesel "I was the accuser, God the accused. My eyes were open and I was
aloneâ€”terribly alone in a world without God and without man. Authors who would have made the list had
we compiled it a little over a year ago: Now we want to hear from you: Which authors inspire you most?
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Golding believes that a spiritual journey, even a literary one, has the power to change a life. Here, he shares
with us five literary paths to enlightenment. And, in a sense, each one of these journeys is spiritual. The five
books discussed here are as different as their authors. But each contains a true spiritual journey and each has
the power to change your life. It tells the story of a young Brahmin boy who leaves the comfort of his wealthy
family in order to reach illumination. Written in spare, glittering prose, it shows what a true seeker must go
through in order to realize his true self. Siddhartha falls in love. He attains wealth and position. And when he
sees the futility of these things, he falls into despair. Only when he reconnects with a deep, inner part of
himself does he find salvation. No matter how sincere your search, you will lose and find your way many
times. Paris fails to provide the answers Darrell seeks. So he travels to Germany, and then India, where he
finds a spiritual practice that leads to enlightenment. That you may have to sacrifice things you hold dear.
Born in Amherst, Massachusetts, Emily Dickinson spent most of her life in the house in which she grew up.
Although Dickinson was raised in a strong Calvinist household, she soon drew away from the church. It was
too dogmatic, too strict, to lead her to God. But like all spiritual seekers, she experienced doubt. The strength
of her quest lies as much in the transparency of those doubts as in the certainty of her belief. Rilke asks the
timeless question of the spiritual seeker: We live in order to strengthen the soul. For Rilke knows that while
this life we live is transitory, the soul is not. For many, The Fourth Way seems too scientific to lead to the kind
of enlightenment that Siddhartha achieves. But though the map may be different, the destination is the same.
Whatever you call it, the connection to a higher world is unmistakable for those who have attained it. Setting
Out on Your Own Spiritual Journey The five books described here offer five very different spiritual journeys,
just as your spiritual journey will be yours alone. Despite their differences, however, all spiritual quests are
rooted in the same basic questions: He has also enjoyed success as an actor and screenwriter; his adaptation of
the international best-seller Silk starred Keira Knightly and Alfred Molina. He lives in the foothills of the
Sierra Nevadas in Northern California.
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